DEMOORE
Photography Terms & Conditions Including Real Estate / Architectural
All images created by DeMOORE are copyright protected and such copyright is solely
owned by DeMOORE. The contracting of DeMOORE to create images does not
constitute any legal ownership. Any photos produced for, or used by a client are licensed
for use by the client for the period of two years. Transferring or reselling the use of these
images is strictly prohibited. Our real estate / architectural photos are created for the
purposes of evaluating or showcasing a property, commercial services, or real estate
services and are to be used for no other purpose without written authorization.
When images created by DeMOORE are used in any digital or printed medium, each
and every image must follow our guidelines for our copyright markings. The guidelines
are: Legible photo credit must be given to ©DeMOORE or preferably ©DeMOORE.com,
either on or in direct proximity to each image. When these images are used in mediums
where content is regulated by a governing or regulatory authority no copyright tag is
required if expressly prohibited for all imagery. The cropping of, or the editing out of our
copyright markings is strictly prohibited. We will provide a copy of any image without our
required markings at no extra charge if need be.
If more than one photographer is used for a particular subject matter there cannot be a
generic mention of any photographer anywhere in a publication. This is so that the
viewer cannot be confused as to the creator or copyright holder of each individual
image.
Entry Gates: When a property has a gate (manned or unmanned) it is the responsibility
of the client to ensure that access is obtained. If there is a problem with the gate code,
or a guard refuses entry, we will reach out to the client or other representative in an
attempt to rectify the situation, if doing so is reasonable. If gate entry is not obtained, we
will assess a fee of $200.00 as a trip charge.
If an exception is made to any of the terms and conditions herein, it must be done so in
writing and approved by DeMOORE. The right to terminate a license can be done at the
sole discretion of DeMOORE. It is the sole responsibility of the client to ensure that all of
the terms and conditions are followed for duration of the license. Any violation of the
terms and conditions may result in written notice, an assessment of reasonable fees,
legal action, or all three.
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